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RPO Networking in the Digital Era: Prospects and Challenges
in the Year 2000 and Beyond

1. Abstract

Crucial activities pertaining to the harnessing of nuclear
science and technology and their attendant initiatives,
inevitably, are expected to increase as the nation
embarks on a development plan to achieve a modem
industrial-nation status. As such activities/iniatives
increase in scope and applications, they also dictate the
need to continually assess and upgrade radiation
protection and expand the functions of RPOs. This
article briefly surveys recent developments in
information and communication technologies and
attempts to relate the digital era to various aspects of
radiation protection. It briefly discusses the
implications of the digital era to RPO iniatives and
offers suggestions to intensify Radiation Safety
networking, management, documentation and the
sharing of information.

2. Introduction and Background

When I received the invitation by the organising committee of the 2nd

Annual RPO Conference with its given topic, I found myself once again

thrown to the daunting task of predicting the future brought forth by the



advent of new information and communication technologies (ICT). It is,

indeed, difficult to predict what exactly the ICT terrain will be like, say, in

the next ten years or so, and how it will affect us. Likewise, it would be

risky business to attempt to prophecise the outcome and impact of the

mformation revolution and the digital era on society. For one thing, this

difficulty (and risk) can primarily be attributed to the rapid pace in the

development of information and communication technologies, particularly in

the last three decades. I do not have to remind you of the constant

bombardment of news concerning new electronic-based information and

communication gadgets currently available in the market and the daily

messages telling us how cheap and powerful these gadgets are, and how

wonderful to own them. And by the time we learn to appreciate their

attendant qualities, they are rendered obsolete by the appearance of another

latest and newest generation or range of information and communication

technologies (ICT).

Beneath the euphoria and exultations surrounding each entry of a

specific range of technology, developing societies, in particular, do realise

the inevitable importance and relevance of ICT and multimedia technologies

to their nation's per capita gross national product, productivity, and overall

development plans. Their ability to effectively compete in the international



marketplace is contingent upon the rate of investment in and expansion of

information, communication, and telemedia delivery systems.1 The

availability of such infrastructure has a direct positive impact/correlate on

the rate of country's economic growth and its ability to attract foreign

investors.2 Yet, hithertho, on this planet, there is no rich country that is

information poor and there is no poor country that is information rich. And

that's what the digital era is all about: information gathering (and sharing),

storage, reproduction, dissemination, management, documentation, and

networking.

We are said to be living in the Information Age, an era characterised

by the synery of telecommunication, broadcasting, and computers

continually transforming the manner in which words, data, images, and

sound are produced, stored, retrieve, transmitted, shared and reproduced.

The advent of new information and communication systems towards the end

of this century, has witnessed unprecedented growth and expansion of state-

of-the-art transmission capability and network capacity. Apart from

1 As we are aware, the nation embarked on a 'limited skies' policy with the advent of MEASAT in early
1996 and the de-regulation of its telecommunications sector since 1987. See, for instance, "An Exercise in
Privatization: The Making of Telekom Malaysia". Paper presented by the author at the 14th Annual Pacific
Telecommunications Council (PTC) Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, January, 1992.
With regard to recent developments in the IT and Telecommunications field, the Multimedia Supercoridor
(MSC) is indicative of the government's commitment towards high-tech development and the creation of a
knowledge society. See: "The Changing Face of Malaysia: Can It Leapfrog into the Information Age?" in
Intermedia. (August, 1999) Vol. 27, No.4.



enhancing the manner, speed and volume by which digital signals are

communicated across the globe, the new technologies have widened

spectrum choices and opportunities for generating revenues. Besides, they

challenge the corporate sector3 to effectively management data and

information for survival in the global marketplace and the so-called

"borderless world".

For all intent and purposes, these new information and communication

technologies have spawned newer telemedia delivery systems, multimedia

production and programming services. They have enhanced networking

potentials and hold the promise of making Canadian communication scholar,

Marshall McLuhan's vision of a world happily and closely knit together by

criss-crossing communication networks, or the 'global village1

(perkampungan global), almost a reality. Today, we are introduced to newer

terms such as virtual reality, cyberspace, webvertising,

information/knowledge society, digital era and many more. The ubiquity of

the World Wide Web now enables us to catch the latest television and radio

news on our computers, and to utilise our computers (and portable

1 See, for instance, Telecommunications and the National Economy. International Telecommunications
Union (ITU), Geneva, Switzerland, May, 1988.
3 In this respect, one could conveniently regard MINT as a corporatised entity considering the
commercially remunerative nature of its consultative activities and high potential for transfer of
technology.



notebooks) to "read" local as well as international newspapers and

magazines.

In other words, every newspaper4 that are available on-line, have the

potential to break news as fast as a television station. And every television

station will have the potential to become a newspaper.5 Broadcasting via the

Internet (Web Tv) is poised to alter the image of the good old television set

as a passive medium. Web TV will potentially cater for interactive viewing

because it comes via the Internet. In fact, there are many amongst us who

ritually turn their respective computers on early in the morning to catch

news about about intenational events as they unfold on their p.c.s and

notebooks. Natural disasters like the one which occurred in Turkey and

Taiwan quite recently, and tragic incidents like the plane crash off New

York involving an Egyptair jumbo jet, were viewed first by some on their

computers via the Internet. News and views concerning the upcoming 10th

Malaysian General Elections (November, 1999), until recently viewed as a

monopoly of the country's mainstream electronic and print media, could now

be followed on the p.c. via the Internet.

4 inclusive of those like the Harakah that are purportedly for sale to members only.

5 See, for instance, "The Web Made Me Do It", The Sun [Info Age], March 16,1998, p. 7.



Somehow, most of us are motivated (some others by default) to catch

up with the new ICTs in our midst lest we choose to remain mere

bystanders, passive to the exciting changes taking shape in a knowledge

society where information and knowledge can be made available at a touch

of a button, whether via the computer or the good old Tv set. With each

passing day, new innovations and their attendant services accompanied by a

good measure of excitement seem to colour the current ICT and multimedia

scenario in Malaysia as well as in some developing countries. What do

these trends signify especially to those in nuclear technology research and its

applications, and also those who are directly involved in radiation

management and protection of the the work as well as the natural

environment against radioactivity and radiation, or even a nuclear fallout in

this country in the future. In order to address this question, we first have to

look at some of the major characteristics and implications of the digital era.

3. Major Characteristics of the Digital Era

• Convergence of communication technologies: the "marriage" of
telecommunications, television and computers (I.T.) including the rise
of interactive multimedia.
Broadcasting, telephone, computer and satellite, and fibre optic
networks, enable data, crystal clear quality images and sound, to be
made available via a single telemedia/bandwidth/conduit.



T.V. on the Internet or Internet on TV? However, experts' views seem
to underscore the point that the Tv set will steadfastly remain a prime
provider of access to the Internet particularly to non-computer
buffs/non-computer literates.

The setting up of RPO Net/RPO Update (perhaps, a radio station, too)
on the Internet

• Multiple-channel Environment: The advent of Cable and Satellite
(DTU) services to augment conventional "over-the-air" free
television. The phenomenon has also witness the avalability of a
plethora of new FM radio stations, especially on the ASTRO stable.

- It's Interactive unlike the television set which caters for passive
viewing

• Globalisation: "the whole world will/may be be watching" 'live'.
Effective, Efficient and Highest Radiation Safety Standards and
Practices must in place and triggered when the need arises.
Evacuation procedures and Crisis Management/Damage Control
Procedures to be in place and the RPO trained to professionally
answer queries from international media/communication agencies.

• Miniaturisation of components and parts: Electronic gadgets getting
smaller, yet more powerful.

• Unprecedented "Stress" on existing laws and regulations, they
need to be constantly updated/reformulated/repealed to catch up with
changing times and lifestyles. Likewise, practices and procedures
concerning radiation protection and control needs to be constantly
upgraded.

• Deregulationist in nature: e.g. Privatisation and Corporatisation.



4. Challenges of the Digital Era to RPO's

• Because of Globalisation, need to have Global Perspective: Prepared to
meet Global Audience and have wider regional as well as international
linkages. RPO Net and RPO Update will help. Collaborate with regional
as well as international bodies like IAEA and under the auspices of the
UNGA to set up RPO Networking, RPO Net (Interactive Multimedia)
and RPO Up-date.

• Organise and Manage Strategic Information: to assist in crucial
management decisions

• Setting up of RPO Net and RPO Update (adjunct to the host Website)
and Integrated Information Networking System. Prime purpose is to
enhance safety culture through international linkages.
Evaluation, Feedback and Documentation. Refer to Multimedia
Information Loop in Appendix 1.

• Have monthly bi-annual linkages by teleconferencing with other
organisations and RPO's. (Work/explore opportunities with Telekom
Malaysia, Binariang or Celcom)

• Effective Information Management and Documentation (Corporate
Communications to play bigger role) of:
- Landmark company/organisation's decisions and activities.
- Focus also on "the making of

• Resource Collaboration: Digital Era should witness greater efforts to
bring together:
i) professionals in the Nuclear fields/activities, ii) the technopreneurs,
and
iii) intellectual/academic communities - in line with the creation of a
information/knowledge-based society in the year 2000 and beyond.
(lesser dependence on foreign sources for information and data).



5. Conkusion

Through tins paper, I have attempted to trace the developments of

the new information, communication and multmedia technologies and

presented the major characteristics and implications of the digital era.

The paper also tries to relate these characteristics and implications to

radiation protection and need to constantly review and upgrade safety

procedures and precautionary measures/damage control. Considering

the fact that the country is on the steady path towards hi-tech

industrialisation and manufacturing (heavy, medium-scale as well

agri-based activities included), nuclear technology and science will be

relied upon to nurture this ambition to achieve developed country

status early in the next millenium.

Apart from this, RPO activities and initiatives must take

cognizance of the advent of new communication and information

technologies and the shaping of the "borderless world". Potential to

enhance networking by harnessing the digital era must be realised

with the primary intention of safeguarding the safety of the workplace

and our environment and its natural assets as we look forward to the

year 2000 and beyond.
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APPENDIX 1
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Diagram 1: Digital Age Networking: RPO Entities and The Information Loop for Effective
Information and Data Management in the Digital Era,


